Fracture healing: the diamond concept.
Fracture healing is a complex physiological process. With the latest advances made in molecular biology and genetics it is now known that it involves the spatial and temporal coordinated action of several different cell types, proteins and the expression of hundreds of genes working towards restoring its structural integrity without scar formation. The standard tissue engineering approach to provide solutions for impaired fracture healing, bone restoration and regeneration includes the utilisation of growth factors, scaffolds and mesenchymal stem cells (triangular concept). However, although the mechanical environment is discussed and is considered as an important element in bone regeneration, its importance is often underestimated and it is not always given the necessary attention. The available scientific evidence supports the view that all the 4 known factors contributing to bone restoration should be given an equal acknowledgment and recognition. The traditional discussed triangular concept therefore should be reconsidered and be accepted as the 'diamond concept'.